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CRISPR BASED GENE EDITING CONFERS RESISTANCE TO 

HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV)

HIV infects human T-cells via the cluster of differentiation 
glycoprotein (CD4) receptor and one of two coreceptors, 
chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5) or chemokine receptor type 4 
(CXCR-4) (figure 2). Research has demonstrated that most 
infecting HIV virus strains have a strong preference for CCR5 
(Shaw & Hunter, 2012), making them CCR5 or R5 tropic. 
Consequently, individuals who are naturally homozygous defective 
for CCR5 expression (CCR5Δ32) are protected from HIV-1 
infection (Swan, 2006). This mutation does not appear to be 
detrimental. In fact, the “Berlin patient” was a HIV patient treated 
for acute myeloid leukemia by a restorative transplantation with 
bone marrow cells from a HLA-matched donor who also 
happened to be CCR5∆32. This resulted in repopulation of these 
HIV resistant CCR5∆32 cells in his body which rendered him 
aviremic and cured him of HIV.

A major challenge of gene therapy for HIV to date has been 
effective delivery of gene editing systems into primary T cells, the 
major target for HIV. As HIV, a lentivirus effectively infects and 
gets stably integrated into T cells. Therefore, a  lentivirus based, 
non-proliferative viral vector allows efficient transfer of the gene 
editing system into T-cells (Dampier, Nonnemacher, Sullivan, 
Jacobson, & Wigdahl, 2014). The overall goal of this project is 

to disrupt the CCR5 gene using the CRISPR-Cas9 system 

delivered via lentiviral vectors to generate a pool of HIV 

resistant human T cells that can be used in clinical gene 

therapy to confer resistance to HIV-1. 

Figure 2: Graphic adapted from HIV/AIDS Newsroom, showing coreceptor 

mediated HIV infection into T-cells 

Introduction

1. Creation of a novel CRISPR lentiviral vector 

and lentiviral particles 

2. Gene disruption of CCR5 to eliminate 

phenotypic expression of the CCR5 co-

receptor

3. Contribution of a new set of immune cells that 

confer resistance to HIV infection 

Results 

Without CCR5, R5-tropic HIV cannot infect cells. Therefore editing CCR5 expression presents a potent therapeutic option for HIV 
patients, as opposed to the option of lifelong antiretroviral drug therapy. This project demonstrates a method to reach a significantly high 
level of CCR5 gene editing (nearly 90%) with a single transduction with lentivirus. This high level of gene editing was due to efficient 
delivery by the lentiviral vector. One caveat of the protocol is that the lentiviral vector and its components get integrated into the genome. 
The effects of integration over time are not currently known, however, current clinical trials using lentiviral vectors for gene therapy of HIV 
and other diseases have not shown untoward effects for greater than a 10 year period. In the future, it would be beneficial to devise a 
strategy that can limit the expression of Cas9 and the gRNA in the host cell to a small period of time. 
In vitro results indicated that functional CCR5 editing can occur in 56% of T cells exposed to the lentivirus even though genomic analysis 
demonstrated 90% editing at the genomic level. This discrepancy is because the T7ENI assay does not distinguish between single and 
double allelic gene editing events and cells that were edited at a single allele could continue to express CCR5 albeit at lower levels than 
the wild type counterparts. Nevertheless, there is ample evidence to indicate that even these hemizygous cells have a greater resistance 
to HIV infection. It is important to note that upon HIV infection, even if there is a mixed population of resistant and sensitive cells, the 
sensitive cells will ultimately die due to the infection while the resistant gene edited cells will continue to expand due to a survival 
advantage and eventually reconstitute the previously depleted immune system. The entire immune system is then resistant to HIV. 
There are some limitations to the current research. A primary concern with gene editing therapy is the potential of other edits within the 
genome, i.e., off-target effects. Although these off-target effects are yet to be fully assessed here, significant off-target effects are unlikely 
because of the specificity of the CCR5 gRNA and lentiviral vector. The CRISPR lentiviral vector system solely targets the T-cells and the 
CCR5 gene and the high percentage of gene editing demonstrated that. 

Conclusions
• The primary goals were successfully met: (1) creation of a novel CRISPR lentiviral vector with a gRNA sequence that can bind to 

and disrupt the CCR5 gene, (2) generation of lentiviral particles, and (3) testing of these lentiviral particles in human T- cells. 
• The results indicated successful disruption of the CCR5 gene that will confer resistance to HIV specifically in the HIV target cells 

(about 90% editing at the genomic level and 31% CCR5 knockout in T-cells). These gene edited T-cells will enable the immune 
system to reconstitute as the newly contributed immune cells are resistant to HIV infection via CCR5. 

• HIV resistance, via HIV infection assays, is underway and will be translated to an in vivo setting.
• This genetic editing project presents a potential for HIV treatment with future applications of single round gene 

therapy to confer complete resistance to HIV as opposed to the current lifelong HIV therapies.

• In summation, a novel CRISPR based lentiviral vector system was developed to disrupt the CCR5 gene and confer 

resistance to HIV.

• The gene therapy method successfully designed and implemented here can be applied to countless other diseases including 
leukemia in the future. It also enables easier access to personalized medicine, where therapy is specific to the patient’s genetics.

Figure 1: The schematic displays the CRISPR Cas9 nuclease directed to the 

site of cleavage by the specific gRNA. Cas9 induces a double stranded break in 

the DNA, leading to Non-Homologous End Joining/inaccurate DNA repair. The 

result is an edited CCR5 gene. 

Methodology

The genomic DNA was isolated and the edited gene was 
amplified in a PCR reaction. Then, the amplified products were 
digested by T7 endonuclease which cleaves if the DNA is not 
perfectly matched and, thereby, indicates the gene editing. The 
subsequent, fragment analysis of the uncut and cut products 
indicated a percentage of gene editing. All procedure specifics 
are found in the report.

Figure 5: Schematic shows the amplification of the modified edited CCR5 gene 

in isolated genomic DNA from transfected T-cells.  The pink arrows are the 

primers amplifying only the edited CCR5 gene out of the genomic DNA in order 

to assess the CCR5 gene editing. The amplified DNA was then digested with 

T7EI to indicate gene editing. 

1) Peripheral mononuclear cells were isolated.  
2) These cells were activated with phyto-hemagglutinin and the 

purified lentivirus was added to them.
3) These cells were monitored for GFP expression.
4) The cells were then stained with fluorescently labeled 

antibodies that detect human T cells as well as CCR5 after 7 
days in culture.

5) The cells were then analyzed by flow cytometry. 

Figure 8: A 0.8% agarose gel with PCR products from DNA in bacterial 

colonies detailed in Methodology. 100% of the checked colonies 

contained the amplified insert. The clones were further sequenced and 

confirmed to have the CCR5 targeting gRNA. 

Figure 7: Plasmid map of the cloned lentiviral vector plasmid pL-

CRISPR.CCR5.SFFV.GFP now containing the gRNA targeting CCR5. Note: 

green fluorescent protein (GFP) is in green, the insert targeting CCR5 in 

light blue, the gRNA scaffold in blue, and the Cas9 nuclease in dark purple. 

The map was created using a software, SnapGene.

Figure 6: Plasmid map of lentiviral vector plasmid pL-CRISPR.SFFV.GFP 

acquired from AddGene Only the used restriction enzyme is displayed 

(BsmBI). Noteworthy in the plasmid is the presence of the Cas9 

endonuclease and of a gene for expression of the reporter green fluorescent 

protein (GFP). The map was created using a software, SnapGene. 

Figure 9: A 0.8% agarose gel with products 

from T7 endonuclease assays indicates 

gene editing of CCR5 in 293 T-cells. The 

presence of multiple bands indicates gene 

editing with the bands at ~6000bp and 

4000bp denoting wild type and edited gene 

forms respectively. The first lane 

corresponds to genomic DNA isolated from 

cells which were not transfected with any 

plasmid. The second lane corresponds to 

genomic DNA isolated from cells which were 

transfected with L.CRISPR.SFFV.GFP (the 

lentiviral vector not containing the CCR5 

targeting gRNA). The third lane corresponds 

to genomic DNA isolated from cells which 

were transfected with L.CRISPR 

CCR5.SFFV.GFP (the lentiviral vector 

containing the CCR5 targeting gRNA).  The 

last lane depicts nearly 90% gene editing 

computed by fragment analysis of the 

average molar concentrations of the uncut 

and cut products. 

Figure 10: Flow cytometric dot plots of CD3+ CD4+ T cells depicting GFP 

expression (gene marked cells) and CCR5 expression. The plot on the left shows 

untransduced cells (negative for GFP expressions) have a high level of CCR5 

expression (84%). After transduction with CCR5-targeting lentiviral particles, a 

majority of the cells that are gene marked (positive for GFP expression, so in the 

upper two quadrants) are negative for CCR5 expression (31% of the total cells or 

86% of the gene marked cells). However, among the GFP negative cells (lower 

quadrant), all the cells continued to express CCR5.

Figure 11: Flow cytometric

histograms for CCR5 cell 

surface expression showing 

a reduction in CCR5 cell 

surface expression in total T 

cells exposed to lentivirus

(solid gray histogram) in 

comparison to cells that 

were not exposed to 

lentivirus (open gray 

histogram). The white 

histogram depicts CCR5 

expression in GFP positive 

cells alone showing a 

marked reduction in marked 

cells. 

Molecular Cloning CCR5 Gene Editing 

Results: CCR5 Expression

Chemokine Receptor Type 5 (CCR5)

Lentiviral Delivery

CCR5 Gene Editing

T7 Endonuclease Assay (T7EI)

The type II CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced palindromic 
repeats) system is a versatile tool for gene editing and can be 
employed for introducing changes in DNA gene sequences. 
CRISPR-based systems employ two key components; a guide 
RNA (gRNA) and a non-specific nuclease (Cas9). The chimeric 
gRNA directs Cas9 to the target sequence. It is designed to 
cleave the bound DNA at that site. Cas9 causes a double strand 
break (DSB), which can be repaired through either Non-
Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) or Homology Directed Repair 
(HDR) repair systems in the cell. NHEJ leads to insertions and 
deletions at the target site, which disrupt the target (Figure 1). 
HDR introduces specific nucleotide modifications. Therefore, one 
can change the target sequence by careful gRNA design. 
Accordingly, mutating the CCR5 gene using the CRISPR-Cas9 
system should lead to a gene therapeutic strategy for HIV.

CRISPR

Potential gRNA sequences were aligned with the CCR5 gene 
sequence and a target sequence was identified within the CCR5 
gene. The gRNA was selected based on predicted off-target and 
on-target activity. The designed gRNA sequences were 
synthesized as forward and reverse oligonucleotides/primers 
containing the overlapping ‘sticky’ sequences for the restriction 
sites BsmB1present in the lentiviral plasmid detailed below.

A plasmid encoding a lentiviral vector, pL-CRISPR.SFFV.GFP 
(figure 6) (AddGene #57827) was chosen based on (i) the 
presence of the Cas 9 nuclease and (ii) the presence of a 
reporter, green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the control of a 
SFFV promoter. This plasmid has a multiple cloning site with 
restriction sites for the enzymes BsmB1 that were used for 
cloning. The plasmid was supplied in E.coli cells. These cells 
were cultured  and amplified in LB-Ampicillin medium and the 
plasmid DNA was isolated using a DNA Purification kit. Next, the 
forward and reverse gRNA oligonucleotides were phosphorylated 
for cloning. The lentiviral vector DNA was digested with BsmB1 to 
create the proper ends for ligating. This ligated DNA was 
transformed into Stbl. 3 E. coli and cultured again in LB-Amp. 
The presence of the insert was confirmed by a colony PCR 
screening of 32 Stbl. 3 colonies. The colonies were used as the 
template DNA in a PCR reaction. The amplified region was the 
insert and the colony PCR is able to confirm whether the insert is 
present in the transformed bacteria. Lastly, the recombinant 
lentiviral vector DNA containing the gRNA sequences was 
isolated (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Schematic of cloning process: The vector is digested with BsmBI, the 

overhangs are ligated to the annealed oligonucleotides that encode gRNA.

gRNA Design for CRISPR targeting of 
CCR5 

Molecular Cloning

Cell Culture 
T-cells were cultured as following: 
1. Cells were seeded at the appropriate density. 
2. Cells were washed before fresh culture medium (DMEM) was 
added as required. DMEM was removed and cells were 
transferred from a previous culture to a fresh growth medium as 
appropriate. Returned the cells to the 37 °C incubator, 5% CO2. 

Lentivirus Generation

Nearly 50,000 people are infected by HIV in the US each year 
and 2.2 million people were newly infected globally with HIV in 
2014. Current HIV therapies lead to drug resistance and fail to 
address the latent viral reservoir which reactivates and inevitably 
leads to AIDS and mortality. Therefore, HIV infection is an unmet 
medical need.

1. Recombinant plasmids encoding 
lentiviral helper proteins (called 
helper plasmid), a viral envelope 
(called packaging plasmid) and 
the gRNA/Cas9 (called vector 
plasmid) described above were 
incubated at room temperature 
for 5 minutes with a lipid 
transfection reagent-
Lipofectamine 2000. 

2. The mixture was added to 293 
cells seeded to be 70-90% 
confluent. 
• Cells were observed for GFP 

expression using a 
fluorescent microscope, 
which is in the plasmid.

3. After 2 days, the supernatant 
was  collected. 

4. Then, the supernatant was 
ultracentrifuged and the 
concentrated pellet of lentiviral 
particles re-suspended in a small 
volume.

Figure 4: Schematic for testing 

CCR5-targeting lentiviral vector 

on human T cells

T-cells

Cloned 
Lentiviral 

Vector

T7 
endonuclease 

assay

T7
Flow 

cytometry

• CCR5 targeting gRNA was successfully inserted into the pL.CRISPR.SFFV.GFP vector: colony PCR revealed that 100% of the 
colonies contained the insert (Figure 8). Furthermore, the cloned lentiviral vector (Figure 7) was sequenced to confirm that the nucleotide 
sequence of the insert matched the original sequence of the designed gRNA.

• T7 endonuclease assay of genomic DNA isolated from human T cells treated with lentivirus generated from 293T cells (see Methodology) 
revealed nearly 90% gene editing of CCR5 as determined by fragment analysis of the average molar concentrations of the uncut and cut 
products (Figure 9).

• Flow cytometric analysis of gene edited T cells revealed that surface CCR5 expression was significantly reduced. 31% of cells did not 
express the CCR5 co-receptor while surface expression of other T cell markers like CD3 and CD4 remained unchanged demonstrating the 
specificity of the approach to CCR5 (Figures 10, 11). Therefore, HIV will no longer be able to infect these cells via CCR5.

Goals

Positive 
control

Negative 
control

100bp

100bp

No 
plasmid

Original 
vector

Cloned 
lentiviral 
vector

All graphics were created by the student researcher unless cited otherwise

= CCR5 edited gene = gRNA
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Edited CCR5 

Edited CCR5 

Discussion
CCR5
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Novel Glycerol-Free Biodiesel Production Using Enzyme Catalysis

Biodiesel

� A clean-burning, nontoxic alternative fuel derived from 
renewable resources, such as plant oils [5]

� Promotes “longer engine life and cleaner fuel injection 
components” [5]

� Offers local energy independence, contributing to 
economic growth and self-sufficiency

� More than one million tons of extra crude glycerol 
from the biodiesel industry exceed demand, causing 
a  global oversupply crisis [6] 

Introduction

The conversion of vegetable oil to biodiesel has the potential to

mediate world’s inevitable transition from oil to an economically

feasible, sustainable energy source. The modern biodiesel industry

utilizes the enzyme–catalyzed transesterification of vegetable oil

(triglycerides) by ethanol (EtOH), a typical process resulting in

formation of glycerol as a byproduct. A major challenge to its

application lies in this production of glycerol, which must be

extracted from biodiesel in order for it to reach acceptable quality.

This project provides an answer to the glycerol waste problem of

the current biodiesel production process by identifying acetic acid

(AcOH) as a novel additive that controls enzymatic activity. This

results in a partial transesterification where monoglyceride (MG), a

fuel additive, contains the glycerol fraction of the triglycerides. This

improved process effectively eliminates the formation of glycerol.

.

Typical Procedure

1) 70 mg of Novozym 435 (beads) were placed in each
reaction tube, which also contained a small magnetic
stir-bar. vegetable oil (1 mL) was added followed by
addition of either 2 mL EtOH, 2 mL EtOAc, or 2mL
EtOH + 0.3 mL AcOH.

2) The reaction tube was capped and stirred at medium
speed for 24 h at 30 oC. [A series]

3) Gas chromatography (GC) samples were dissolved in
methanol, then filtered and analyzed by GC using an
HP capillary column (25 m x 0.32 mm) at 150–300 oC
and flame detector (FID); helium was the carrier gas.

4) The experiments in first step were repeated with the
addition of 0.3 mL water [B series].

5) Expt. 2A was repeated, after 24h, dodecane internal
standard (0.1 mL) and water (0.3 mL) were added
then the reaction sampled after 4h, 9h, 23h and 49h.
The GC results calculated and plotted as ratio of the
signals 1-6 compared to the internal standard.

Materials

Vegetable Oil Distilled Water

AcOH (Acetic Acid) Safety Gloves

EtOH (Ethanol) Goggles

EtOAc (Ethyl Acetate) Analytical Balance

Novozym 435 (Lipase) Thermometer

5% Ethyl Acetate/Hexane Magnetic Stirrers

Pipettes Glass Vials (with Labels)

Gas Chromatography (GC) Dodecane (Internal Standard, IS)

Mass Spectrometer (MS) Excel program for data analysis

Hypothesis

The addition of acetic acid (AcOH) to the conventional,

glycerol-producing ethanol-triglyceride biodiesel process

results in a partial transesterification due to the more

rapid hydrolysis/esterification of terminal less steric ester

groups. Consequently, the glycerol backbone remains

attached to the secondery ester group, preventing

glycerol waste from forming.

AcOH does not destabilize the process due to its

structural similarity to the esters involved in the reaction.

The reaction will remain effective in the presence of

water, which enhances enzymatic activity. The formation

of glycerol is effectually prevented in these cases,

resulting in a 100% yield of usable, waste-free biodiesel.

GC Literature Background

1A

EtOH

1A

EtOAc

2A

EtOH + AcOH
2B

EtOH + AcOH + Water

1B

EtOAc + Water

1B

EtOH + Water

Results and Discussion II

� Four major products were formed in Expt. 2A (2, 4, 5
and 6). (Figure 2). Three were identified as fatty acid
ethyl esters (FAEE) at rt=13–15 min. The fourth
compound, at 19 min, was identified as MG diacetate.

� The biodiesel components in experiment 2A, were
followed after the addition of 0.3 mL water and
dodecane (0.1 mL), the internal standard (IS), in
order to verify the new concept in maintaining the
enzyme activity at a steady state without formation of
glycerol.

� Graph 1 indicates the ratio of compounds 1-6/IS over
the course of 49 hours. GC samples were collected
after 4h, 9h, 23h, and 49h. The results clearly show
only minor change in the ratios of biodiesel
components over the course of 48h.

� The slow increase in fatty acid ethyl esters (FAEE)
and the minor reduction of MG acetate are consistent
with the hypothesis. However, the slow conversion
rate provides strong evidence for the robustness of
the method in preventing glycerol formation in the
course of the 24h incubation time.

Figure 1: Superimposed GC chromatograms of FAEE, MG, and vegetable oil. (Ref.1)

Conclusions

� Mass spectrometry (MS) verified the identities of the
produced biodiesel components predicted according
to comparison of products separated by gas
chromatography (GC) analysis under different
reaction conditions.

� The formation of MG acetate in both Expt. 2A (with
AcOH) and Expt. 1B, resulting from the hydrolysis of
MG diacetate in presence of water, provides chemical
evidence for the assigned structures of the key
intermediates.

� A small amount of acetic acid (AcOH) proved effective
in controlling enzymatic activity in the biodiesel
formation process by stopping the process at the MG
and MG acetate stages. This provides high-quality
fuel components while preventing glycerol formation,
even after several days of incubation.

Applications

The addition of acetic acid to the enzyme–catalyzed
formation of biodiesel resulted in a robust, effective
reaction that prevents the formation of glycerol waste and
provides a process with 100% conversion to useful
product. The stability of the products in the presence of
water demonstrates reliability and therefore applicability.
Furthermore, acetic acid is notably inexpensive and
environmentally safe, and only small amounts are
required for the reaction. This eliminates the formation of
the insoluble glycerol, a waste product that requires
isolation, using a low-cost, dependable, and robust
method.
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Figure 1

Results and Discussion

Detailed description of various intermediates in the process
of enzyme–catalyzed biodiesel formation in EtOH and
EtOAC, including the relative rates of the different steps.

GC results for Expt.s 1 and 2.

� The structures of the biodiesel components 1-7 were
confirmed using gas chromatography -- mass
spectrometry (GC-MS). The separated peaks in GC
will be analyzed by MS to provide the mass of the
each separated compound.

� A comprehensive library search, available
electronically with the MS program, compared the
measured mass and its fragmentations to known
examples from the scientific literature then proposes
possible structures that match the tested sample
arranged from higher to lower match/probability.

� Figure 3 shows the library search for compound 3,
predicted to be monoglycerol (MG). It proposed MG
of octadecanoic acid as best fit with 91% match to
literature data. Similarly, all other compounds
matched the proposed structures.

Figure 3

� The structure of MG diacetate was chemically
confirmed by repeating the experiment in the presence
of water (Expt. 1B), which resulted in its hydrolysis.
This produced MGs at rt = 13 min and 14.2 min as
well as MG acetate, which cannot be formed in the
absence of water or alcohol, at 17.9 min.
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� The absence of glycerol in Expt.s
1 and 2 is consistent with the
hypothesis; the presence of acetic
acid (AcOH) during the enzymatic
transesterification prevents the
formation of glycerol by keeping
the enzyme busy with the faster
reactions of attaching
triglycerides’ primary alcohols to
monoglyceride (MG) and
hydrolyzing them from MG
acetate.

� In support of this prediction, Expt.
2A indicated the formation of MG
acetate at the retention time (rt)
17.9 min (structure consistent with
Expt. 2B). Meanwhile, no
indication of glycerol formation
was detected at the tested
concentration.

Figure 2

*All pictures and graphs were taken and created by the 

student researcher unless otherwise noted.

Min.

Min.
Min.

Min.

� Analysis by gas chromatography (GC) was necessary to
reliably differentiate between products by relative
comparison to the literature information (Figure 1).

� The experiments, involving EtOAc (Expt. 1) and
EtOH+AcOH (Expt. 2), were both tested under dry (A)
and wet (B) conditions, (Figure 2). Glycerol was absent
in all experiments (retention time = 4.5 min).
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Lithium-ion batteries are widely used in applications such as 
smartphones, laptops, and electric vehicles (EVs). However, 
numerous safety issues have become apparent in recent years, 
such as the tendency of some Li-ion chemistries to catch fire or 
explode when mishandled. Additionally, the low capacity of the 
most common active material, LiCoO2, has served as a 
hindrance to innovation due to the need for prohibitively large 
batteries to provide necessary power. 
With these issues in mind, there is a pressing need for a power 
source which remedies current batteries’ low capacity and 
questionable safety while maintaining portability and ease of 
use. One possible solution that meets these constraints is the 
lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) chemistry, which has 
demonstrated good cycle life and superior safety since it does 
not release heat while being charged. Another proposed way of 
improving Li-ion batteries is through the use of silicon as the 
anode material; in theory, silicon anodes could yield a 12-fold 
increase in capacity compared to standard graphite anodes, but 
they are not commonly used since they are unstable due to the 
chemical effects of the charging cycle. 
This project proposes a solution to the poor performance of 
current Li-ion batteries by using a LiFePO4 cathode in 
conjunction with a Si anode etched with nanochannels to solve 
the issue of stability during charging. 

Engineering Goal 

This research aims to create a Li-ion cell which is superior to 
modern batteries in the areas of safety, stability, charge rate, and 
capacity. 

Given the instability of modern Li-ion batteries, with many 
types prone to catching fire or even exploding if not handled 
properly, there is a pressing need for an energy source which 
supplies similar levels of power without the safety risks 
inherent to Li-ion chemistries such as LiCoO2 and Li-NMC. 
This project's engineering goal is to construct a battery cell 
which remedies some of the limitations of commonly-used Li-
ion chemistries, namely their environmental impact due to 
heavy metals in the cathode material, growing safety concerns, 
and lack of sufficient capacity to meet the needs of many 
burgeoning technological fields, such as electric vehicle (EV) 
power-trains. 

Figure 1: Chemical Lithiation of pure Si (photo credit: Son, Schuppert, and 
Bates et al., Journal of Power Sources, 05/2015; p. 282) 

Silicon has the highest theoretical charge capacity of any 
material known: 4200 mAh/g. However, due to the strain put on 
the crystal structure by its massive volume change during 
lithiation and delithiation (up to 400% expansion is commonly 
reached), silicon is unsuitable for use in current lithium-ion 
cells. 

As shown by the data, the proof-of-concept LiFePO4 coin cells 
demonstrated superior energy density to the control Li-ion 
cells. However, this came with the drawback of lower nominal 
voltage than normal - peaking at just 1.0 V. It is likely that this 
low voltage was solely due to imperfections in the 
manufacturing process. As shown in Fig. 7, when both a 
standard CR2032 cell and a newly-fabricated LiFePO4 cell 
were tested at a low resistance level (10 ohms), the commercial 
cell only lasted for 24 m., whereas the LiFePO4 cell was 
predicted to last over 75x as long, 30 hours. These results 
indicate that these new cells could be well suited for low-
power, long-lasting applications such as pacemakers and 
emergency lighting. 

The LiFePO4 cathode was synthesized through a simple 
chemical reaction between iron(ii) acetate, lithium acetate, and 
phosphoric acid. The three reagents were mixed into diethylene 
glycol (DEG) in equimolar quantities at room temperature, then 
treated under standard atmosphere at a temperature of 200°C 
for 16 h. The resulting powder was mixed with water to form a 
slurry, which was then spread onto standard-gauge aluminum 
foil and heated again for 2 h to solidify the LiFePO4 active 
material. Discs of the material on aluminum substrate were then 
punched out with a 16mm-diameter leather punch: the 
aluminum foil was used as a current collector for the positive 
terminal of the cell.  

Figure 2. Mechanical stirring 
apparatus was used for 1 hr. to mix 
initial cathode slurry 

Figure 3. The first batch of cathode 
powder before being reformed and 
punched into discs 

LiFePO4 Battery Performance 

All elements of the initial engineering goal were successfully 
fulfilled: 
 

1. The proof-of-concept LiFePO4/Si cells were found to have 
superior gravimetric energy density to the commercial 
average, due to the nanochannels in the Si improving 
surface area and therefore electrolyte contact. 

2. In charging tests, the new cells were shown to hold charge 
received from high C-rate sources with no adverse effects to 
capacity or physical deformations. The test cells could be 
charged safely at far higher amperage than commercial cells, 
although their output voltage was still dramatically lower. 

3. During charge and discharge testing, the cells never released 
large amounts of heat, as other chemistries such as LiCoO2 
do while charging. Additionally, they were able to tolerate 
and absorb energy from charging voltages far beyond the 
rate of standard CR2032s. This points to the heightened 
thermal and electrical stability of these cells compared to 
many of the Li-ion chemistries commonly used today. 

Further analyses of the new battery chemistry are required in 
order to determine: 
� Cycle stability of the cells compared to the standard 
� Optimal charging techniques and whether it is possible to 
“overcharge” the cell to dangerous levels 

� Any other safety concerns which might hinder the 
environmental compatibility of the battery or render it unsafe 
for widespread use 

� Refinement of fabrication methods so that the voltage of the 
cells can be increased to match the industry standard 

The newly created test cell was compared against a 
standard CR2032 Li-ion coin cell. Both were subjected to 
the same load: 10 ohms of resistance. As can be seen in 
Figure 7, the commercial CR2032 output a much higher 
voltage, but for a very short period of time – only 24 
minutes. However, the LiFePO4 cell maintained a steady 
current for over 3 hours, and was projected to be able to 
sustain it for 30 hours – 75 times as long as the commercial 
cell. 

The total capacity of a lab-made LiFePO4/Si cell was 
examined. The cell was discharged with 10 ohms of load for 
228 minutes, maintaining a fairly consistent voltage 
throughout. It was projected that by the time the cell had fully 
discharged, it would have output 356 milliamp hours (mAh) 
of current. The officially listed capacity of a CR2032 cell, the 
closest analogue to the test cell, is 240 mAh, meaning that 
this cell shows a 48.3% improvement in the area of capacity. 

Figure 8. A diagram of the voltage of a standard CR2032 cell (red) and a LiFePO4/Si cell (blue) 
when both are discharged across a 10-ohm load. 

Figure 9. A diagram of both the voltage and capacity of a LiFePO4 cell over a period of approx. 3.5 
hours: the voltage is shown in blue, while the running total of capacity in mAh is red. 

In addition, the proof-of-concept cells demonstrated the ability 
to (i) receive charge efficiently from sources which would have 
been dangerous to apply to the normal CR2032 (i.e. overly high 
voltage or amperage), and (ii) discharge that energy efficiently 
and safely, meaning that the LiFePO4 chemistry can be charged 
at a greater rate than current chemistries safely can. This 
property could make cells of this chemistry quite useful in 
applications which require a quick charge rate, such as personal 
electronics and EVs (electric vehicles). 

Lithiation of Silicon Crystals  

Figure 12.  

Cathode Synthesis 

Environmental Impact 
While it is true that all types of Li-ion cells have some negative 
impact upon the environment if improperly recycled or 
disposed, the LiFePO4 cells constructed in this project have a 
number of advantages over most. The chief environmental 
advantage of this type of cell  is the composition of the 
electrodes, especially the cathode. Commercial Li-ion cathodes 
contain heavy elements such as cobalt, nickel, and manganese; 
when discarded in landfills, they can leach potential 
carcinogens into the environment.  
 
The LiFePO4 cathode is merely made of iron, oxygen, lithium, 
and phosphorus. All of these elements, with the possible 
exception of lithium, are common and have no significant 
toxicity for humans or other wildlife.  The relatively low cost of 
iron and phosphorus imply that far fewer fossil fuels are burned 
in mining them compared to rarer elements like cobalt and 
nickel. With regards to lithium, the negative environmental 
effects of mining can be largely eliminated by extracting it from 
brines by solar evaporation, the most economical method of 
production.  

Anode Synthesis Methods and Cell Assembly 

Cells were fabricated from commercially-available CR2032 cases, with polyethylene separator provided by Celgard(R) and 
standard-gauge copper foil as current collector for the negative terminal. The cells themselves were fabricated under nitrogen 
atmosphere with LiPF6 electrolyte, following the procedure set out by Kayyar, Huang, Samiee, and Luo (J. Vis. Exp., 2012; 
(66): 4104). When fully assembled, the cells were crimped shut with a 32mm hand crimper and carefully checked for possible 
electrolyte leaks. The cells were then stored individually in sealed vials overnight to allow for the formation of a SEI (solid-
electrolyte interphase) and tested for capacity, voltage, and stability the following day. 
 

The silicon anode was a standard crystal, single-side polished, of (100) orientation. It was separated into 
pieces of appropriate size by mechanical-assisted manual scoring. The individual pieces were etched for 
30 min. in a solution of 25 wt% KOH in water, with continuous agitation provided by a magnetic stirrer 
and continuous heat of 70°C. The anisotropic KOH etch resulted in the formation of nanochannels in the 
<100> direction; the single-crystal silicon was then thoroughly rinsed with DI water to prepare for the 
cell assembly process. 

Figure 4. “One-pot 
procedure” KOH etching 
of silicon(100) chips with 

mechanical agitation 

Figure 7. Construction setup for test cells, under nitrogen in a sealed 
glovebox. 

Figure 6. Scanning electron microscope  (SEM) image of 
the nanostructured Si anode: the network of parallel lines 
seen in the center of the figure is an example of the 
nanochannels formed by KOH etching in the <100> 
direction. 

Figure 5. A diagram of the assembly process for a LiFePO4/Si coin cell: in 
this case, the electrolyte was lithium hexafluorophosphate and pressure was 
applied via a standard 32 mm diameter hand crimper, normally used to seal 
vials. (Diagram adapted from Kayyar, Huang, Samiee, and Luo, J Vis Exp. 
2012 Aug 2;(66):e4104. doi: 10.3791/4104) 
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Figure 10. A diagram of the voltage performance of a LiFePO4 cell which had previously been 
overcharged to 1 volt, or almost twice the previous level of output. 

Figure 11. A diagram which characterizes the voltage decay of one of the lab-made cells over time. 

In this test, a cell which had been overcharged to 1 V at a 
rate of 500 mA (more than 14x higher than the typical 
2032 recharge rate of 35 mA) was analyzed for voltage 
over a 60-minute period. As shown here, the cell was able 
to easily discharge the energy which it had received with 
only ~5% loss in voltage over a 1-hour period. While this 
level of loss is greater than that of a standard CR2032 or 
LIR2032 coin cell, it is likely that further refinement of 
design and manufacturing protocols will lead to an 
improvement in this area. 

This diagram shows the voltage loss of a LiFePO4/Si cell 
connected to a circuit with negligible current flow (less than 
1 microampere). As shown by the graph, a small amount of 
voltage drop was measured during the first ~90 min. of 
testing; however, in the time afterwards, the slope of the 
cell's voltage leveled off to nearly zero. While one of the 
chief downsides of normal LiFePO4 cells is their self-
discharge, the new chemistry seems to mitigate this, 
showing that the newly-created LiFePO4/Si chemistry can 
be competitive with standard lithium-ion cells in the aspect 
of effective “shelf life,” or self-discharge over time.  
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Citric acid coated Fe3O4 nanoparticles 
were synthesized as per Goodzari, et al. 
Briefly, Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions were co-
precipitated in an aqueous ammonia 
solution. 297mg of Fe2+ and 810mg of 
Fe3+ were combined in 50mL of water, 
and stirred at 400rpm for 20 minutes 
under the N2 (Figure 5a). 3mL of 28% 
NH4OH was added to the beaker and the 
stirring speed increased to 900rpm. 
Following overnight stirring, the Fe3O4-
NPs were washed 3X with 25ml water. 
SEM inspection of the Fe3O4-NPs 
highlight individual 100-200nm 
nanospheres that have aggregated 
(Figure 5c-d). Prior to coating with citric 
acid, the Fe3O4-NPs were ultrasonically 
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Discussion 
The HIV-1 Virus uses the cellular structure as a way to replicate 
and multiply. This is the underlying characteristic of retroviruses. 
The p24 is a structural antigen that plays the role as the major 
component of containing the genetic material of the virus as a 
capsid protein. When the viral strands leave the cell, HIV particles 
form on outer membrane. The physical size of the melittin due to its 
binding to the citric acid-coated nanoparticles will form a bumper 
on the larger phospholipid membrane. However, contact with the 
membrane is shown in the data to reduce the p24 antigens and 
prevent the further spread of HIV-1. This study demonstrates the 
viability of a selective approach of diminishing the resources for 
HIV replication to occur on the phospholipid bilayer of the infected 
cell. results demonstrate that the introduction of 0.45µM melittin 
caused a 34% decline in p24 expression (8.11ng/ml to 5.33ng/ml), 
while "normal" cpbs containing only DOPC were unaffected. These 
results highlight the success of CA-NP as a nanocarrier for melittin, 
which in turn was selective in disrupting HIV replication. 

Most aspects of the original hypothesis have been realized. 
Specifically: 
• Fe3O4 nanocarriers were synthesized, and functionalized with 

citric acid, for the eventual coating with melittin peptides, to form 
Melittin-CA-NPs. 

• Melittin-CA-NPs were delivered to simulated HIV cell 
membranes, composed of dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 
(DOPC) bilayer bubbles, and p24 protein. 

• The addition of the melittin-CA-NPs released melittin, which 
selectively reduced p24 expression; p24 was reduced from 8.11 
to 5.33ng/ml with the addition of 0.45µM equivalent of melittin. 

• The Fe3O4-Citric Acid NP’s ability to load, deliver, and release 
melittin, along with melittin’s selectivity for p24 protein, may 
provide a new mechanism for HIV replication inhibition.   

Future work will involve inclusion of the Melittin-CA-NPs into a 
gel matrix, for possible development of a vaginal gel for HIV 
prevention. 

Simulation of Phospholipid 
Environment 

An electroformation chamber was 
assembled according to Figure 1. 
A thin borosilicate cover glass 
plate (18 mm × 18 mm, thickness 
0.12–0.17 mm), a piece of ITO-
PET (16 mm × 20 mm, thickness 
0.13 mm) with two rectangular 
observation windows (typically, 3 
mm × 8 mm) as the counter 
electrode, a polystyrene spacer 
(20 mm × 20 mm, thickness 1.0 
mm), and another piece of the 
Indium Tin Oxide (ITO-PET) (16 
mm×20 mm) with two small 
holes (diameter 1 mm) as the 
formation electrode were stacked 
in this order. A completed 
electroformation  chamber is 
shown in Figure 2. 
Before assembling, eggPC 
dissolved in methanol (5 mg/mL, 
2.0 μL) (70 ml made) was spread 
 
 

Figure 3: The mixtures that were used to simulate the phospholipid 
bubble used in mimicking a regular cell and a cell surface with 

forming HIV particles were 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 
(DOPC) in methanol (5 mg/mL, 2.0 μL). Subsequent electrical charge 

was used to create phospholipid bubble simulation.  

All graphs and images were created by the student 
researcher unless noted otherwise. 

Figure 1 (above): Construction of the electroformation 
chamber, used to create phospholipid bubbles for cell 

simulation, Figure 2 (below): A Completed 
Electroformation Chamber 

as a patch of 6×6 mm on the electroconductive surface of the 
formation electrode, and the thin lipid layer thus formed was further 
dried under reduced pressure with a water aspirator. The chamber 
was filled with Milli-Q grade ultrapure water with a given 
concentration p24, and appropriate electric voltage was applied 
through copper wires into the electroformation chamber. Voltage 
was administered at 3Hz,  2Vp-p through the use of LDB VC2002 
Function Signal Generator. Lipid swelling was observed on an 
inverted optical microscope equipped with phase contrast and 
digital image enhancement options (Leitz Fluovert Fluorescence 
Inverted Microscope). 

The HIV-1 strand of the human immunodeficiency virus is an 
evasive retrovirus due to its ability to invade a cell and use the outer 
membrane to multiply and invade other cells. The p24 capsid 
protein that protects the RNA plays an important structural role in 
transporting the multiplied virus as it leaves the phospholipid 
bilayer. Previous studies have shown that melittin, a peptide found 
in bee venom, has the ability to selectively target p24 and other 
primary structural components of HIV that are found on the cell 
surface during replication. This research will investigate if melittin, 
introduced via a Fe3O4-Citric acid nanocarrier (CA-NP), will act to 
target HIV p24, thus inhibiting replication of the virus. First, CA-
NPs were synthesized according to Racuciu, et al., with minor 
modification. Following confirmation of CA coating and NP size 
via FTIR and SEM, 130mg CA-NPs were immersed in 250µl of 2-
10µM melittin (in 0.1M KCl) for 12hours peptide loading. 
Following centrifugation, the solid melittin-CA-NPs were re-
suspended in di-water for use on simulated HIV-cell phospholipid 
bilayers (cpbs), created using an electroformation chamber (3Hz, 
2Vp-p). To simulate HIV-cell targeting, 5ul melittin-CA-NPs were 
introduced to cpbs composed of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) and p24. Using p24 selective ELISA at 
450nm, results demonstrate that the introduction of 0.45µM melittin 
caused a 34% decline in p24 expression (8.11ng/ml to 5.33ng/ml), 
while "normal" cpbs containing only DOPC were unaffected. These 
results highlight the success of CA-NP as a nanocarrier for melittin, 
which in turn was selective in disrupting HIV replication. Light Microscopy of MP-CA’s Impact 

on DOPC Simulated Cell Membrane 
Microscopic analysis of DOPC bubbles that contain p24 antigen, 
before and after administration of MP-CAs, demonstrates clear 
interruption of the p24-DOPC simulated cell membrane. Figure 16 
illustrates a typical p24-DOPC bubble prior to MP-CA treatment; 
the electro-swelled, phospholipid membrane is clear, round, and 
intact. Upon addition of MP-CA’s, the integrity of the p24-DOPC 
simulated membrane is irregular and disturbed (Figure 17), 
providing evidence for selective disruption of HIV antigen p24 near 
the cell membrane. 

Fig. 16: 400x light microscope image of p24-
DOPC Simulated Cell Membrane, prior to 
introduction of MP-CAs.  

Fig. 17: 400x light microscope image of p24-
DOPC Simulated Cell Membrane, after 
introduction of MP-CAs. The DOPC 
membranes are disturbed and irregular. 

Microscopic analysis of control 
DOPC bubbles (without p24) after 
administration of MP-CAs Figure 
18), provides evidence that the 
normal cell bilayer remains 
regular and intact. This provides 
compelling evidence for MP-CAs 
selectivity to HIV, p24 cells. 

Fig. 18: 400x light microscope image of control (normal) DOPC Simulated Cell 
Membrane, after introduction of MP-CAs. The DOPC membranes are regular and intact. 

The Optimization of Nanoparticle-based Drug Delivery 
of Melittin in a Colloidal Suspension as a Selective 

Method to Target HIV Structural Antigen p24  

Synthesis of Fe3O4 Nanoparticles 

To create melittin-loaded citric acid Fe3O4 nanoparticles (melittin-CA-NPs), 2-20µl of 
0.1mM melittin (in 100 mM KCl, pH 7, 10 mM HEPES) at 0.1 mM, was added to 25μl of 
nanoparticle suspension, with mixing. After incubation for 10 minutes at room temperature, 
the nanoparticles were washed twice by centrifugation (100g, 10 minutes) to remove the 
unbound melittin.  
Figure 7. (right) compares the ATR-FTIR spectra of melittin-CA-NPs (black) with that of 
neat melittin (red). Sharing of vibrations at 1400, 1530, and 1650cm-1 provide evidence that 
the citric acid Fe3O4-NPs have been coated with the melittin peptide.  

Figures 5a-c: (a) Mechanical stirring of Fe+2 and Fe+3 in water under N2 
atmosphere to create Fe3O4 NPs; (b) Separation of solid nano particle 
through the use of 0.5T magnet occurred through several repetitions; (c-d) 
SEM images of 100-200 nm aggregated Fe3O4-NPs at x35k and x120k 
magnification  

Calculation of p24 Inhibition Through Incremental Increases in Melittin  
Concentration In Simulated DOPC Layer 

Concentration of p24 was 
measured using p24-selective 
ELISA, which relies on color 
change and detection at 450 
nm. Readings were taken for 
a serial dilution standard set, 
phospholipid bubbles without 
Melittin-CA-NPs added, and 
finally, phospholipid bubbles 
where varying concentrations 
of Melittin-CA-NPs were 
introduced. p24 expression 
decreased from 8.11ng/mL to 
5.33ng/mL for those p24-
DOPC bubbles where 
0.45µM of Melittin-CA-NPs 
was added (Fig. 11). 
Conversely, p24 content 
remained unchanged for those 
p24-DOPC bubbles where no 
melittin-CA-NPs were added 
(Fig. 12).  

Figure 11: Inhibition of p24 Expression in DOPC 
bubbles via the addition of Melittin-CA-NPs  

mixed in water with 100µg/ml SDBS, to better separate and suspend the particles in water, prior to mixing with melittin.   

Citric Acid Coating of Fe3O4 Nanoparticles 
1.2g of Fe3O4 nanoparticles was mixed with 1g 
of citric acid (CA) in 2ml water, and the 
temperature was raised to 95º C with 
continuous stirring for 90 minutes. The 
reaction mixture was diluted to twice its 
volume and placed on a 0.5T magnet in a vial 
to separate the newly formed citric-acid coated 
Fe3O4-NPs (CA-NPs). Attenuated Total 
Reflectance ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (Figures 
6a-b) confirms the uniform coating the Fe3O4-
NPs by citric acid. The carbonyl groups of the 
citric acid coating will act as binding sites for 
melittin, in order to create the melittin-coated 
nanoparticles. 

Figure 6a: ATR-FTIR 
spectrum of citric acid coated 
Fe3O4 NPs (CA-NPs) (black) 

versus the clean Fe3O4
nanoparticles (blue) illustrate 

uniform coating 

Loading of Melittin onto Citric Acid Coated Fe3O4 Nanoparticles 

Figure 6b: ATR-FTIR 
spectrum of CA-NPs (lower, 
blue) against neat citric acid 
(top, dark blue) confirms the 
identity of the coating to be 

citric acid. 

HIV p24 Selectivity of Melittin-CA-
NPs 

\ 

The diagram shows that forming 
HIV particles on the surface of 
membrane while structural 
proteins like p24 and gp120 are 
under assembly. Melittin, 
delivered via the CA-coated 
Fe3O4 nanocarriers, displays 
selectivity towards structural 
proteins over the phospholipids 
that were simulated through the 
use of the ITO-PET 
Electroformation Chamber and  
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC). 

Figure 8: Simulated Diagram of  HIV 
Replication (Courtesy of National Institute 
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases) 

Figure 9: ELISA Standard Curve (Used to Quantify p24 
concentration with Melittin-coated Nanoparticles 

ELISA Detection of p24 Structural 
Antigen 

To measure p24 content 
in the electroswelled 
phospholipid ITO-PET 
bubbles, as a function 
of melittin-CA-NPs 
added, a Cell-Biolabs 
QuickTiter Lentivirus 
(for HIV p24) ELISA 
assay was conducted; 
results were established 
in a 96-wellplate 
format, at 450 nm 
absorbance. 

Figure 7: ATR-FTIR spectra of melittin coated -CA-NPs (black) versus 
neat melittin (red) illustrate uniform coating to create the CA-MPs 

This study aims to demonstrate the viability of melittin-based 
nanocarriers in selectively suppressing HIV-1 structural antigen p24 
expression in the context of inhibiting the HIV replication and 
production that occur on the cell membrane. Retroviral double-
layered viruses such as HIV-1 use reverse transcriptase in the 
nuclear membrane of the cell to manufacture more copies of the 
virus, thus ensuring multiplication. The formation process occurs 
through the assembly of gp120 proteins and p24 proteins, which act 
as key structural components of the forming, multiplied copies. The 
proposed melittin-based nanocarriers should target these structural 
proteins on the phospholipid bilayer to disrupt HIV replication.  

The percent efficiency of Melittin-CA-NPs 
(MP-CAs) in initiating p24 reduction is 
highlighted in Figure 13. The 
concentration of p24 phospholipids found 
in the p24-DOPC simulated cell membrane 
is reduced to nearly 60% of  original 
content, with the addition of 0.45uM 
melittin.  

Figure 13: Percentage Decrease of p24 Expression: 
Correlation with Increasing Melittin Concentration in 

CA-NPs (uM) 

Figure 10: Change 
of Color in ELISA 

assay, used to 
detect p24 content 
after introduction 
of Melittin-coated 

Nanoparticles 

Magnetically responsive Fe3O4/citric acid nanoparticles, loaded 
with melittin peptide, will selectively target and reduce the p24 
expression/content in simulated cell membrane microbubbles, made 
of dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC). This will 
simulate their proposed role in disrupting HIV replication. 

Figure 12: Stability of p24 Concentration in DOPC 
Bubbles without the addition of Melittin-CA-NPs 

Melittin-CA-NPs Reduction of Plasma 
Protein Albumin (Bovine Serum) 

Simulation of Tested Medium  
To accommodate for the effect of the 
treatment on the medium, namely 
plasma,  dilute solution of bovine serum 
albumin in di-water was created to 
simulate the plasma that holds red blood 
cells, white blood cells, and platelets. 
The effect of the CA-NPs on plasma was 
quantified via the measure of albumin 
concentration (via the UV/Visible 
absorbance at 280nm) as CA-NPs are 
incrementally added to the medium. 

To determine the effect of 
melittin-CA-NP treatment on 
protein levels in plasma, 
incremental concentrations of 
treatment were added to a plasma 
model (3.3mM) aqueous bovine 
serum albumin, and the protein 
concentrations were determined 
based on the UV/VIS absorbance 
at 280 nm.    

Figure 4: Formulation of a realistic 
plasma simulation through the use of 
albumin yields a viscous liquid that 

behaves like blood and properly simulates 
testing medium.  
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Fig. 14: Reduction of 280nm absorbance of 
original 3.3mM BSA with the addition of 
melittin-CA-NPs 

In staying consistent with healthy albumin levels found in humans 
(2.43 mM), the clinical level of melittin that can be administered 
prior to deterioration of BSA proteins below harmful levels is 0.285 
µM.  For a typical 16.2ml 
injection, 0.05µg melittin 
could be administered 
over an extended period 
of time to prevent 
excessive side effects.  

Fig. 15: 0.285 uM Melittin can be 
added to simulated plasma 

(3.3mm BSA solution) prior to 
harmful reduction in proteins  

Original 3.3mM BSA solution 



Development of a Portable, Tattoo-Based 
Biosensor for the Non-Invasive, Low-Cost 

Diagnosis of Atherosclerosis via Iontophoresis of 
Macrophage-Targeting Silver Nanoparticles

Purpose

Introduction

Hypothesis

Synthesis of SpAg NPs

Atherosclerosis causes nearly one-third of all deaths in the developed
world. Atherosclerosis is characterized by the buildup of cholesterol
plaque along the walls of the arteries; this plaque accumulates lipids,
cholesterol, cell debris, and macrophages. Eventually, the plaque may
burst, leading to a blood clot, or the buildup of plaque may grow to be
so large that the arteries become blocked. Unfortunately, atherosclerosis
commonly remains completely asymptomatic for decades, and is
properly diagnosed only after a severe, life-threatening cardiac event.
Proactive patients are frequently deterred by the high-cost and low-
efficiency of existing methods for early detection. Thus, I propose the
fabrication of a tattoo-based device for the detection and quantification
of atherosclerosis.
In only the past few months, there has been a dramatic increase in
research being conducted in fabricating incredibly sensitive biosensors
for the detection of various diseases and analytes. Recently, researchers
have been developing hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) sensors to be coupled
with oxidases in order to detect a wide range of analytes within the
human body. There have also been a number of studies on
electroporation (the application of electrical voltage pulses to produce
temporary nanopores in the stratum corneum) and iontophoresis (the
introduction of compounds into the body through the skin via a constant
applied current) for the quantification of glucose in the bloodstream.
Currently, there are products on the market for the iontophoretic
detection of various compounds (the most famous of which is the
GlucoWatch); there are also products for the iontophoretic delivery of
drugs through the skin (most notably the IontoPatch). However, no
existing work has been previously been produced for the use of
transdermal delivery mechanisms for disease detection, especially via
macrophage phagocytosis. Traditionally, macrophages have been
treated as nuisances in drug delivery; however, this research will utilize
macrophage cell count as an indicator for arterial plaque buildup.

This work details the fabrication of a cost-effective and portable
bidirectional tattoo-based system for the detection and quantification of
atherosclerosis progression. The system utilizes human immune
response in order to quantify macrophage concentration in the
bloodstream via the transdermal iontophoretic administration and
extraction of spermine-silver nanoparticles (spAg NPs) and a Prussian
Blue ‘artificial peroxidase’ / diamine oxidase biosensor mechanism. In
clinical usage, the patch device is to be placed on the skin directly
above the carotid bifurcation, where plaque quantification/diagnosis
accuracy is significantly higher than existing tests (CIMT-ultrasound).

A newly created non-invasive, low-cost tattoo-based system can detect
and quantify atherosclerosis progression with high accuracy and
precision. By taking advantage of the natural human immune response,
the consumption of spAg NPs can be quantified accurately, which can
then be used to quantify macrophage count and atherosclerotic plaque
progression.

• 30 mL of 0.0020M sodium borohydride (NaBH4) was
freshly prepared and added to an Erlenmeyer flask, which
was then stored at -20ºC for 15 minutes to reduce rate of
decomposition.

• The cooled solution of NaBH4 was quickly transferred to a
nitrogenous environment and was placed on a magnetic
stirrer. 2 mL of 0.0010M silver nitrate (AgNO3) and 10 µL
of 0.1000M spermine hydrochloride (C10H26N4 · 4HCl) were
simultaneously added dropwise into the solution at a rate of
approximately 1 drop per second each. The stirring was
immediately stopped once all of AgNO3 was added.

• 25 µL of 0.3% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was added
to the solution, which was then shaken gently to allow PVP
to disperse. (PVP prevents aggregation of the colloidal
suspension.)

• Scattering and plasmon resonance within the solution was
measured at 90° relative to the incident beam in a
luminescent spectrometer at 390nm to confirm formation of
nanoparticles. (Surface plasmon resonance of the spAg NPs
occurs at 390nm.)

Electroporation and Iontophoresis Diffusion

To evaluate the macrophage phagocytosis of the spAg NPs, a phagocytosis assay was conducted. This assay was
designed to allow for colorimetric quantification of unconsumed spAg NPs within the culture.
• THP-1 monocytic macrophages were revived and cultured in four cell culture plates in RPMI 1640 with 10%

FBS and penicillin/streptomycin for one week, passaging and splitting as necessary. After one week, cell culture
medium was extracted and cells were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline. Culture plates were then
incubated for 2 hours at 37ºC and 5% CO2.

• Macrophages were viewed under an optical microscope. A cell count was conducted to calculate a healthy cell
density of approximately 6 × 10 cells/mL.

Macrophage Phagocytosis Assay

Unless otherwise noted, all graphs and images were created by the student researcher.

Figure 1: 
Spermine-

Silver 
nanoparticles 

in solution atop 
an ice pack and 

a magnetic 
stirrer. The 

characteristic 
yellow color 

and scattering 
confirm their 

formation.

Figure 13: Suspended
THP-1 monocytic
macrophage cells
viewed under an optical
microscope

Future Research

Discussion of Results

• Further research is necessary in constructing an accurate relationship between
macrophage count and atherosclerotic plaque size.

• A flexible microcircuit optimized for the tattoo-based biosensor will be
fabricated to be mounted on the tattoo backing.

• The tattoo-based biosensor will be tested in vivo to confirm detection and
quantification ability.

• Research must be conducted into the synthesis of smaller ionic nanoparticles
for easier and more effective transdermal transport.

• Further work may be conducted into the use of the described mechanism for
the detection and treatment of other macrophage-centered diseases, such as
tuberculosis, HIV, and cancer.

A non-invasive, low-cost tattoo-based biosensor has been successfully
fabricated and is fully operational for detecting and quantifying atherosclerosis.
The fully-functional biosensor is composed of a gel matrix containing
positively-charged spermine-silver nanoparticles (spAg NPs); screen-printed
electrode inks; temporary tattoo transfer paper backing; and a theorized
microcircuit, of which a macroscopic version has been tested in this research.
Each stage of tattoo biosensor quantification was tested in detail. To begin,
macrophage consumption of administered spAg NPs was measured via
phagocytosis assays on THP-1 human monocytic macrophages. In 30 minutes,
66% of spAg NPs were consumed by macrophages, leaving 34% to be extracted
for quantification. Secondly, the transdermal capabilities of the tattoo were
examined using a custom-designed vertical diffusion cell (VDC) with chambers
representing the wells of the tattoo and the human interstitial compartment.
Results determined that in the delivery of spAg NPs, a combination of
electroporation and iontophoresis (5 and 30 minutes, respectively) was most
effective, delivering 35% of the available nanoparticles over the course of
electrical administration. Finally, UV/Vis at 240nm was used to measure H2O2
concentration from the decomposition of spermine by diamine oxidase. Tattoo
capability in detecting and quantifying spAg NPs was determined via
amperometric measurements of the Prussian Blue-catalyzed decomposition of
H2O2 produced from the enzymatic decomposition of the spermine group on the
spAg NPs. Ultimately, the limit of detection of the tattoo-based biosensor was
3.26 × 10 M, while the sensitivity of the biosensor was 5.07 µA µM-1 cm-2;
this revealed that the biosensor was capable of detecting as little as 0.059% of
arterial blockage cross-sectional area. The success of this biosensor opens up
limitless possibilities for sensitive, accurate early detection and quantification.

• An electrochemical cell was constructed out of a cup with a PB-soaked
carbon cloth as the cathode and an Ag/AgCl electrode as the anode. This
was used to test for the detection capabilities of H2O2 in a PB-mediated
system. The resulting current measurements show a linearity of =

0.9972; the calculated limit of detection (LOD) was 4.68 × 10 M
( = 3.3 ×  / , where is the standard deviation and is the slope
of the calibration curve.) The sensitivity was 23.0 mA µM-1 cm-2.

• The tattoo was tested for its ability to detect and measure small
concentrations of spAg NPs in solution. The average standard deviation
was 8.01 × 10 , so the LOD of the biosensor was 3.26 × 10 M. The
sensitivity of the biosensor was 5.07 µA µM-1 cm-2.

Tattoo spAg NP Detection

Conclusions

1. Synthesis of Spermine-Silver Nanoparticles (SpAg NPs) 

Tattoo Patch Fabrication and Clinical Usage

Circuit Board Schematic

• Electroporation circuit is composed of five 9V
batteries connected in parallel with a 50 µF
capacitor, and an open switch which runs to the
cell electrodes.

• Reverse iontophoresis circuit (as displayed in
fig. 4) is composed of a battery connected in
series with a switch, a Texas Instruments
LM334z constant current source, and the
electrolytic cell. The LM334z is modulated by a
resistor (7.5 ) connected in parallel with the
2nd and 3rd pins so that the resulting current is
defined by =  6.67 10 , or
approximately 8.89 mA.

2. Assembly of Electroporation / Reverse Iontophoretic
Circuit Boards

Figure 4: Constant current
source schematic for
reverse iontophoresis of an
electrolytic cell

Figure 15: 
Laminar flow 
hood with 
centrifuge 
tubes, culture 
plates, and 
syringe

Absorbance Spectra of Unconsumed Spermine-Silver 
Nanoparticles in Cell Culture Supernatant

15 min

30 min
45 min

60 min

• 2 mL of spAg NPs was added to each centrifuge tube. The tubes were
shaken gently to evenly distribute spAg NPs in the cell culture. Each tube
was spun down at 300 x g for 1 minute in order to synchronize
phagocytosis with the spAg NPs and then cells were immediately
resuspended; they were then transferred to their respective culture plates
and incubated each for 15, 30, 45, or 60 minutes.

• Each culture was removed at their respective time and transferred to a
centrifuge tube. A sample was extracted to test for viability; via a
fluorescent cell viability assay, 90% of cells remained viable. The culture
was then spun down at 210 x g for 5 minutes to pelletize the cells, and the
supernatant was then extracted and transferred to a separate centrifuge
tube.

Figure 16: UV/Vis absorbance scan of unconsumed spAg
NPs in filtered cell culture supernantant from 340-580 nm,
at times 15, 30, 45, and 60 min to demonstrate
consumption of spAg NPs by macrophages
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Cell Culture Supernatant 

To evaluate the transdermal diffusion of spAg NPs across the stratum corneum (SC) of porcine
skin, a custom-designed vertical diffusion cell (VDC) was fabricated out of Dupont Delrin acetal
resin using a CNC machine.
• The stratum corneum is a hardened layer of dead skin cells, which stands as the primary barrier

to transdermal drug delivery and transport mechanisms. Electroporation, or the application of
high-voltage pulses, opens nanopores across the lipid regions of the stratum corneum.
Iontophoresis then uses a mild electrical current to drive the ionic spAg NPs through the skin
and into the interstitial compartment.
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Calibration Curve of Amperometric Tattoo 
Sensor at 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl

Diamine Oxidase H2O2 Quantification
The enzyme Diamine Oxidase’s (DiOx) ability to decompose
spermine into H2O2 was examined using a UV/Vis spectrometer.
Solutions were prepared such that one solution held 3.950 mL of
distilled water with 25 µL of spAg NPs, while another solution held
3.975 mL of H2O with added iron-oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles
(which have no effect on DiOx) so as to equate the absorbances.
Then, 25 µL of DiOx was added to both solutions and allowed to
equilibrate as both solutions were shaken gently in closed vials. The
absorbance of each solution was measured at 240nm for H2O2.
Solutions containing 50, 75, and 100 µL of DiOx (with respective
quantities of spAg NPs or Fe3O4 NPs) were also measured. The
correlation between concentrations of H2O2 and of spAg NPs was
remarkably precise, with an value of approximately 0.9966.

1. Tattoo patch is 
placed on skin on 
top of the carotid 

bifurcation

2. Circuit is 
switched on and 
electroporation 

begins

3. Iontophoresis
begins

5 min
7. Re-electroporation 

begins

30 min

4. spAg NPs 
follow the current 
into the interstitial 

compartment

5. Macrophages leave 
the atherosclerotic 

plaque and enter the 
interstitial compartment 
upon detection of NPs

6.Macrophages 
consume spAg

NPs
8. Reverse 

iontophoresis 
begins

5 min

9. Remaining 
spAg NPs 

are extracted

10. DiOx
decomposes 
spermine to

H2O2

11. Prussian Blue 
catalyzes H2O2
decomposition

12. Redox current 
is measured with 
an onboard circuit

Circuit is used to 
determine spAg

NP concentration

spAg NP concentration 
is used to determine 

macrophage cell count

Macrophage count 
correlates directly 
with progression 
of carotid plaque 

Plaque buildup in carotid 
bifurcation is a strong 

predictor of plaque in the 
coronary arteries

30 min

90° Scattering Spectra of Spermine-Silver 
Nanoparticles vs. Iron-Oxide Nanoparticles at A0.225

spAg NPs

Fe3O4 NPs

di. H2O

Figure 3: Luminescence spectrometer scattering scan of spAg NPs 
vs control Fe3O4 NPs at equal absorbances of 0.225 at 390nm; Ag 
displays surface plasmon resonance, which is shown in the 
difference in peak heights.

Figure 2: SEM of Spermine-Silver 
(spAg) Nanoparticles (1 µm)

Figure 14: Culturing
of monocytic
macrophage cells in 
a laminar flow hood

• Half of the extracted supernatant was filtered through a 40cc syringe
tube with a 0.2 µm pore diameter filter into a new centrifuge tube in
order to remove any macrophage residue. Final, filtered solutions
were measured in a UV/Vis spectrometer to determine the
concentration of spAg NPs that have not been consumed by the
macrophages.

Figure 17: Graph of unconsumed spAg NPs introduced in
Petri dishes of THP-1 monocytic macrophages over time as
they are consumed by the macrophages

In clinical usage, the tattoo is to be placed on the skin above the carotid bifurcation, which can be found by touch.
The spAg NPs are contained within a gel matrix that softens upon contact with the skin. An integrated microcircuit
will be placed atop the tattoo to control transdermal transport and extraction, as well as to measure current density
to determine atherosclerotic plaque buildup.

Figure 6 (above): Image of bare tattoo 
biosensor (no spAg NPs or microcircuit)

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 20 (above): (a) vertical diffusion cell with electrodes atop a stirring plate 
(b) separator with porcine skin (c) underside of top half (d) technical drawing of 

vertical diffusion cell

(d)

Figure 18 (left): 
Constant current 
source circuit

Figure 19 (left): 
Ag/AgCl electrodes

Figure 21: Graph and setup of spAg NP transport across the porcine skin for different methods

Figure 22: Graph and setup of spAg NP extraction across the porcine skin for different methods

• Ag/AgCl electrodes were each constructed out of a chlorided silver wire held within a glass rod
and contained with a Vycor porous glass frit and heatshrink tubing to ensure electrode stability.
Electrodes and porcine skin were tested in a standard electrochemical cell structure prior to
being tested in the VDC.

• The vertical diffusion cell is designed such that there are three major components: The
electrode wells (top half), the skin membrane (separator), and the simulated interstitial
compartment (bottom half). The separator ensures no fluid leakage between chambers. The
VDC was placed atop a magnetic stirrer to ensure even distribution of NPs within the simulated
interstitial compartment. Electroporation and forward/reverse iontophoresis tests were
conducted according to the diagrams displayed in the insets of figures 21 and 22. Each test was
conducted individually; electroporation was applied for 5 minutes in 10-second pulses, and
iontophoresis was applied for 30 minutes. (The total time for each trial was 35 minutes.)

• Samples were collected and tested for absorbance in a UV/Vis spectrometer. Iontophoresis and
electroporation together proved to be the most successful and consistent method for
transdermal delivery of spAg NPs, transporting 35% of NPs across the membrane over 5
minutes of electroporation and 30 minutes of iontophoresis. The combined method again
proved to be the most successful in reverse iontophoresis of spAg NPs.

The bare tattoo sensor is composed of Ag/AgCl, conductive carbon, and Prussian Blue
(PBNPs) inks screen-printed onto temporary tattoo transfer paper. PBNPs were
synthesized according to Chen et al.

Figure 12 (above): Schematic of the chemical processes 
and sequence involved in spAg NP detection

Figure 11 (below): Flowchart of 
complete biosensor mechanism

Figure 24: Graph of spAg NPs and DiOx vs control Figure 25: Graph of [H2O2] vs. [spAg NPs]

Figure 23: 
Diamine 
oxidase 

enzyme (10 
mg/mL)

Figure 27: Calibration curve of prototype cell Figure 28: Calibration curve of biosensor

Figure 26: 
Electro-

chemical 
redox cell 

setup 

Tattoo-based biosensor capable of detecting and quantifying atherosclerotic
progression was successfully fabricated and analyzed. Experimentation
revealed that the biosensor described and proposed methodology for in vivo
detection was fully functional, reaching a detectable limit for atherosclerotic
plaque blockage of 0.059% cross-sectional area.

spAg NP gel 
matrix

Insulator ink

Carbon/PBNP ink
Ag/AgCl ink

Tattoo backing Microcircuit

Figure 7: Side view of the layers 
of one half of the tattoo biosensor

Figure 10 
(right): 
Bare tattoo 
surface 
technical 
drawing

Figure 5 (right):
Prussian Blue 

nanoparticles in 
solution after 
completion of 

synthesis

Tattoo Patch Mechanism
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Figure 9 (above): Diagram of atherosclerotic
plaque in the carotid bifurcation, courtesy of
A.D.A.M., Inc.; tattoo patch is placed face
down on the skin above the carotid bifurcation
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Figure 8 (above): Diagrams of tattoo patch mechanism in vivo

To evaluate the ability of the fabricated tattoo patch in the
detection of spermine via its enzymatic decomposition
and the Prussian Blue-catalyzed decomposition of the
produced H2O2, a custom reduction-oxidation cell was
developed to ensure ordered testing conditions.

In order to calculate the limit of detection of
the tattoo-based biosensor in detecting
percentage of arterial blockage, a study of
literature was conducted. According to
Swirski et al., a strong correlation was
established where the mass ratio of
macrophages to blood (aortic accumulation)
was directly proportional to the percent
occlusion of the artery (the cross-sectional
area of the atherosclerotic plaque). Solving
for the percent lesion area from data
obtained in previous experimental phases
reveals that the limit of detection of the
tattoo patch for cross-sectional plaque
blockage is approximately 0.059%.
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Arterial Blockage Detection
Figure 29:
Regression
curve of %
macrophages
in blood by
mass vs. %
lesion area,
courtesy of
Swirski et al.

Figure 30:
Diagram of
plaque
buildup in
the arteries,
courtesy of
Rice
University
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